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Overview
Perspectives on research pathways
• Motivation: How can research spending
be prioritized?
• What is the making of a breakthrough?
• How far do we follow the path through the forest
before giving up and moving on?
• Replacing “it won’t work” with “it can work” may
make a difference
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Spend every dollar/yen wisely! But…
• A breakthrough occurs when we discover
that conventional wisdom was wrong!
• But, reviewers reject proposals that won’t
work!
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GaInP/GaAs Cell Development

In 1984, the experts said “it won’t work”;
NREL chose not to elect title to the patent!
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The experts said “It won’t work”
“Ga0.5In0.5P will phase separate!”
GaP has a smaller lattice constant than InP
GaP

InP

GaInP
The substrate dictates
the lattice constant:
“Lattice latching”

GaAs
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GaInP/GaAs solar cell – a 30 y project
Tunnel junctions – major problem !?
GaInP n-p junction

Tunnel junction should be
able to conduct 100 A/cm2

GaAs n-p junction

National Renewable Energy Laboratory
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Tunnel junctions are hard!? Or not?
Tunnel junctions – major problem !?
GaInP n-p junction

Tunnel junction should be
able to conduct 100 A/cm2

GaAs n-p junction
Memory effect on walls was culprit
– A hot-wall reactor and higher
dopant flows gave good results.
Today, in commercial reactors, with
little memory effect, it’s easier.

1989 tunnel junction characteristic
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
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GaInP/GaAs was a breakthrough

In 1984, the experts said “it won’t work”;
NREL asked DOE to return patent title!
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Following the path through the forest
Sometimes the world embraces an idea as an expected
breakthrough, then getting it to work can be a long
journey.
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Need: 1-eV material
PERFORMANCE

26th PVSC
1997, p. 875

OF THREE- AND FOUR-JUNCTION
GaAs and GalnP

DEVICES USING

Sarah R. Kurtz, D. Myers, and J. M. Olson
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ABSTRACT
This paper explores the efficiencies
expected for
three- and four-junction
devices for both space and
terrestrial applications.
For space applications, the effects
of temperature
and low concentration
are investigated.
For terrestrial applications, a concentration of 500 suns is
assumed and the theoretical efficiencies are calculated as
a function of spectral variations including the effects of air
mass, turbidity, and water-vapor content.
lNTRODUCTlON
Gar-,51no.5P/GaAs two-terminal,
two-junction
solar
cells, invented and developed at the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory, are in production at both TECSTAR
and Spectrolab. The immediate market for these devices
is in space; a future (potentially larger) market is terrestrial
concentrator systems. The next-generation
cells will add
additional junction(s) in order to increase the efficiency.
Work on a three-junction cell using an active Ge junction
under the Gao.$ro,5P/GaAs
dual-junction cell has already
been reported [I]. However, it would be preferable to add
a third junction with a band gap closer to 1 eV. The
underlying Ge or other material with band gap of -0.7 eV
could then be used as a fourth junction.
Three- or fourjunction, series-connected,
monolithic Ill-V cells have the
potential
to achieve
high efficiencies,
yet still be
National
Renewable Energy
Laboratory
manufacturable.
Although
there are other promising
materials for the two upper junctions, in this study we limit

four-junction
cells practical, or will their performance
be
severely degraded as the temperature and spectrum vary?
and (3) What can we learn about the design of these
cells?

2.8

APPROACH

The theoretical
efficiencies
are calculated
by
2.4 the individual
AlP
generating
current-voltage
(I-V) curves, then
combining them in series (see Fig. 1). To assess the
GaP
“ideal” efficiencies,
we assume AlAs
that every absorbed
photon 2.0
generates
a collected electron-hole
pair.
The
thicknesses of the top layers are adjusted so that each
junction produces the same GaInP
photocurrent,
but without

Bandgap (eV)

PROJECTED

1.6

letting any of them be more than 3 pm thick except for the

Ge, which is fixed at 150 pm. When
GaAs it is not possible to
GaAs
InP
match 1.2
the photocurrents
(often the GaAs junction cannot
generate
its Si
share) the thicknesses
are adjusted for
maximum efficiency.
Designs that equalize the shortcircuit 0.8
currents (J,,) give slightly higher efficiencies than
GaSb
designs with equal currents at the Ge
maximum-power
points.
The optimal
design algorithm
matches
the currents
0.4
somewhere in between J,, and the maximum-power
point,
InAs
but the difference between the optimal design and the
design that5.4
matches 5.5
the Jscs5.6
is usually5.7
less than
0.1%. 5.9
5.8
6.0
6.1
The saturation currents are calculated from standard
equations, assuming no recombination
at the front and
Lattice
Constant
(Å)
back surfaces, and a device design and parameters
similar to previous calculations [4]. Parameters for GalnP
(1.85 eV),
the first, for Our Energy Future
10 GaAs (1.424 eV), and Ge are used for Innovation
second, and fourth junctions, respectively
(see Table 1).
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Progress was slow
lNTRODUCTlON

Gar-,51no.5P/GaAs two-terminal,
two-junction
solar
cells, invented and developed at the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory, are in production at both TECSTAR
and Spectrolab. The immediate market for these devices
is in space; a future (potentially larger) market is terrestrial
concentrator systems. The next-generation
cells will add
additional junction(s) in order to increase the efficiency.
Work on a three-junction cell using an active Ge junction
under the Gao.$ro,5P/GaAs
dual-junction cell has already
been reported [I]. However, it would be preferable to add
a third junction with a band gap closer to 1 eV. The
underlying Ge or other material with band gap of -0.7 eV
could then be used as a fourth junction.
Three- or fourjunction, series-connected,
monolithic Ill-V cells have the
potential
to achieve
high efficiencies,
yet still be
National
Renewable Energy
Laboratory
manufacturable.
Although
there are other promising
materials for the two upper junctions, in this study we limit
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four-junction
cells practical, or will their performance
be
severely degraded as the temperature and spectrum vary?
and (3) What can we learn about the design of these
cells?
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The theoretical
efficiencies
are calculated
by
2.4 the individual
AlP
generating
current-voltage
(I-V) curves, then
combining them in series (see Fig. 1). To assess the
GaP
“ideal” efficiencies,
we assume AlAs
that every absorbed
photon 2.0
generates
a collected electron-hole
pair.
The
thicknesses of the top layers are adjusted so that each
junction produces the same GaInP
photocurrent,
but without
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GaAs it is not possible to
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InP
match 1.2
the photocurrents
(often the GaAs junction cannot
generate
its Si
share) the thicknesses
are adjusted for
maximum efficiency.
Designs that equalize the shortDilute nitride
circuit 0.8
currents (J,,) give slightly higher efficiencies than
GaSb
designs with equal currents at the Ge
maximum-power
points.
The optimal
design algorithm
matches
the currents
0.4
somewhere in between J,, and the maximum-power
point,
InAs
but the difference between the optimal design and the
design that5.4
matches 5.5
the Jscs5.6
is usually5.7
less than
0.1%. 5.9
5.8
6.0
6.1
The saturation currents are calculated from standard
equations, assuming no recombination
at the front and
Lattice
Constant
(Å)
back surfaces, and a device design and parameters
similar to previous calculations [4]. Parameters for GalnP
(1.85 eV),
the first, for Our Energy Future
12 GaAs (1.424 eV), and Ge are used for Innovation
second, and fourth junctions, respectively
(see Table 1).
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Sarah, Why don’t you drop GaInNAs?
Seven years, and you haven’t made it work……….

My answer: “We don’t understand why it doesn’t work.
We don’t want to drop it and then a year later find
that someone else made it work!”

National Renewable Energy Laboratory
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epitaxial and cell fabrication processes. At 25oC
these cells have an efficiency of 43.5% at 925 suns,
which was the maximum concentration tested; it is
possible that the efficiency would continue to
My answer:
“We concentration
don’t understand
why it doesn’t work.
increase
with increasing
if it were
possibleWe
to make
don’tspectrally
want tomatched
drop it measurements
and then a year later find
o
above 925
At else
60 C made
the cells
have an
thatsuns.
someone
it work!”
efficiency of 41.1% at approximately 900 suns,
High-Efficiency Mulitjunction Solar Cells Employing
which means that these cells
likely will maintain
Dilute Nitrides
CPV8, 2012
efficiencies > 40% at typical operating temperatures
Sabnis, Homan Yuen,
and Mike
Wiemer
and concentrations inVijit
field-deployed
CPV
systems.

Sarah, Why don’t you drop GaInNAs?

Solar Junction, Inc., 401 Charcot Avenue, San José, CA 95131 USA, phone +1-408-503-7000, email
vsabnis@sj-solar.com
Abstract. Solar Junction has developed a set of dilute nitride compound semiconductors with antimony that offer
tunable absorption between the GaAs and Ge bandedges, while retaining lattice matching to GaAs or Ge substrates.
By replacing the Ge junction in a conventional triple junction solar cell with a GaInNAsSb junction, world record
cell efficiencies of 43.5% have been achieved, and CPV module efficiencies (DC) exceeding 35% may now be
possible in the near future.

In 2011, Solar Junction
announced a 43.5%
Keywords: multijunction solar cells, concentrating photovoltaics, solar energy, dilute nitrides
PACS: 42.70.Gi, 42.79.Ek, 81,.05Ea, 81.15Hi
efficiency using dilute
worldwide. Efficiencies as high as 41.6% have been nitrides
INTRODUCTION
Increasing the efficiency and energy yield of
concentrating
o
25 C – 43.5% atphotovoltaic
925x (CPV) systems is critical
60oC
to ensure that this technology can successfully
compete against tracked PV and other energy
sources to deliver the lowest cost of electricity in
sunny climates. Over the last two years, CPV
module efficiencies (DC) exceeding 30% have been
achieved primarily from improvements in optical
throughput and multijunction solar cell power
conversion efficiencies. Increasing the efficiency of
National Renewable
Energy Laboratory
multijunction
solar cells offers significant cost and
performance benefits to CPV systems.
Since

reported using this cell architecture [1].
Figure 1 shows the AM 1.5D solar spectrum
colored to depict the approximate wavelength range
–over
41.1%
at each
900xof the three junctions absorbs
which
photons.
Typical external quantum efficiency
curves from each of the three junctions yield 1-sun
short circuit current densities of ≈14 mA/cm2 for the
top and middle junctions and > 25 mA/cm2 for the
bottom Ge junction (AM 1.5D, 1000 W/m2, 25oC).
Since the individual junctions within a multijunction
solar cell are series connected via tunnel diodes, the
excess14current produced by the Ge bottom cell is
wasted as heat. Furthermore, the excess current is
produced at the expense of a lower output voltage (≈

Figure 5. NREL measurements on improved cells.
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I’m glad someone was
persistent on this one!
Innovation for Our Energy Future

I once said:

“Put the 40% milestone in the year I’ll retire”

National Renewable Energy Laboratory
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(III-V) Cell Efficiencies Have Now Hit 46%!

National Renewable Energy Laboratory
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How do we prioritize research?
If we look for the breakthroughs:
• Award funding based on past work instead
of unknown promises
• Be open-minded
If we follow the path through the forest:
• Be patient
• Look for the scientific understanding

National Renewable Energy Laboratory
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You’ve heard it said:
-

Silicon PV can’t reach our cost goals!
Thin-film PV can’t reach our efficiency goals!
III-V PV is too expensive!
Solar energy is too expensive and too small to be helpful!

Note pessimistic
IEA projections for
PV

National Renewable Energy Laboratory
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Reality is more positive!

Wind and
solar have
now
passed
nuclear
capacity!

National Renewable Energy Laboratory
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Can we influence the skepticism?
I’ve read:
“Solar energy has its uses – many of them – but running
the world isn’t one of them”*

-

Could we influence the skepticism by saying,
Silicon PV can reach our cost goals!
Thin-film PV can reach our efficiency goals!
III-V PV can be made at low cost!
Solar energy combined with storage and a flexible grid will
provide lower-cost electricity!

*”The SOLAR FRAUD Why Solar Energy Won’t Run the World,” Hayden
21
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Conclusions
• The PV industry is now huge:
• Consistent deployment of 100 GW/y reflects 2.5 TW in 25 y!
• Capacity for generating solar electricity has surpassed that
of nuclear

• When we look for a breakthrough, we should:
• Be open minded!
• Look at past performance over unknown promises!

• When we follow a path through the forest to new
achievements, we should:
• Be persistent and open-minded!
• Be guided by fundamental studies to give us understanding

• Let’s celebrate solar energy’s huge success and be
unified in seeing the opportunities
22
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